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I. Purposes, Goals, and Objectives
Th e  m is s io n  o f  th e  De p artm e n t o f  B io lo g ic al, Ge o lo g ic al, an d  En v iro nm e n tal Sc ie n c e s  (BGES)

is  to  p ro v id e  h ig h -q u ality  u n d e rg rad u ate  an d  g rad u ate  in s tru c tio n  an d  to  c o n d u c t b as ic  an d  ap p lie d
re s e arc h  in  th e  b io lo g ic al, g e o lo g ic al, an d  e n v iro n m e n tal s c ie n c e s . 
1. What programs does your Department offer?  What are the primary purposes, goals, and objectives of the

programs?  How do they relate to students’, society’s, and/or the community’s needs?
The BGES Department offers five undergraduate and four graduate degree programs that are designed to be

similar in content and rigor with cognate programs at comparable institutions of higher learning.  These degree
programs are the following: B.S. in Biology, B.S. in Medical Technology, B.S. in Environmental Science, B.A. in
Geology, B.S. in Geology, M.S. in Biology (thesis option), M.S. in Biology (non-thesis option), M.S. in
Environmental Science, and Ph.D. in Regulatory Biology (offered in partnership with the Lerner Research Institute of
the Cleveland Clinic Foundation [LRI/CCF] and re-approved in 1999 by OBOR following a mandatory viability
review). 

In line with the University’s commitment to quality instruction and service to Northeast Ohio, the goals of our
various degree programs are to provide thorough training in the modern life and earth sciences, to realize the region’s
potential for contributing to the advance of science and its applications, to produce graduates with skills and talents to
meet the needs of Northeast Ohio as economic and environmental demands change, and to apply the expertise present
in the Department to local needs.  The Department’s commitment to the region requires programs that accommodate
students with a variety of different personal goals as well as temporal and financial constraints.  To meet the needs of
part-time students, sections of many of our courses, including most of our graduate courses, are offered after normal
working hours.  Some are available on weekends and in the summer sessions.  The Department has a good track
record for continuous monitoring and assessment of its academic activities, both through frequent curriculum revision
and the more formal University-wide process of outcomes assessment.

The philosophy guiding the organization of the graduate programs is that research experience, together with
training in the critical evaluation of original scientific literature, is an essential part of graduate instruction in modern
science. In other words, besides a foundation of basic knowledge, students need to acquire tools to find, test, and
evaluate solutions to new problems.  Students are encouraged to enter one of the research-oriented programs and, in
fact, the vast majority do.

At the undergraduate level, the Department supports in principle and is working in practice (with limited
resources) to increase student involvement in hands-on, research-based learning.  Many students (more than 35 per
year) take advantage of a variety of independent study projects under faculty supervision.  This effort is in addition to
our optional Honors degree program, which involves the oral defense of a written thesis based upon two semesters of
focused research under faculty supervision.

Our programs include courses whose purpose, in part, is to stimulate the examination and understanding of
personal, social, and civic values.  The BGES Department offers a variety of non-majors courses that focus on the
relationship of humans to their biotic and non-biotic environments.  Furthermore, the B.S. and the M.S. in
Environmental Science stress interdisciplinary approaches to these problems.  All of our programs include training in
writing and communication skills. Some of our upper-level seminar courses for majors include consideration of social
and civic values; our required graduate orientation course specifically addresses social and ethical issues related to
scientific research. 
2. How well is each program meeting its primary goals and objectives?  How is this determined?

We believe that our programs are doing well in meeting our objectives.  One characteristic of our course
offerings is their centrality to CSU’s educational mission, due to both the traditionally important role of the life and
earth sciences in liberal arts education and the direct relevance of the biological component of the health sciences and
environmental sciences to CSU’s urban mission.

There is high demand for our courses, particularly at the undergraduate level and encompassing all three
categories: general studies courses for CSU students of all majors, service courses required by majors in other
departments, and courses required by Biology, Environmental Science, and Geology majors [see Appendix I for
enrollment data].  Furthermore, our undergraduate courses have a high cost-efficiency, especially compared with other
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CSU science departments [see Appendix II].  All of our programs offer high academic quality, comparable in content
with other local universities, at lower tuition rates.  Finally, we offer the attraction to doctoral degree candidates of
excellent research opportunities, both with CSU-based faculty and with our large cohort of nationally recognized
adjunct faculty at LRI/CCF and at other local educational institutions. The quality and scope of the doctoral program
is significantly enhanced by our cooperation with LRI/CCF, an integrated research community where collaborative
interactions between basic scientists and clinical investigators are encouraged in order to bring laboratory technology
to bear on clinically relevant questions.  LRI/CCF faculty participate equally  in the organization and oversight of the
graduate degree  programs through their representation on the Graduate Committee.  They serve on advisory and
examination committees, and they contribute to graduate teaching.  The continuing desire of LRI/CCF staff in relevant
areas to join the Department’s graduate faculty is testimony to the vitality of the cooperation.

Our graduate programs expect students and faculty to value and engage in research.  Only the non-thesis M.S.
in Biology does not require original research, but that program does require a critical review of current research
literature in an area approved by a faculty examining committee.  All other graduate degrees offered by the BGES
Department (MS-BIO, MS-EVS, Ph.D. in Regulatory Biology) require original research under faculty supervision.  In
practice, almost all graduate students are engaged in either thesis or dissertation research.
3. What educational objectives are being considered for the program in the future, and what resources would be

required to support those objectives?
A major Departmental goal is to continue targeting faculty hires into one of the two vital research areas which

we have identified as our strengths: molecular & cellular biology [MCB] and ecology & environmental science [EES]. 
The former will take advantage of our long-standing cooperation with LRI/CCF, while the latter will involve further
strengthening of ties to local and state institutions and increasing public awareness of the Department’s research in
this area.  Both of these foci will be considered in hiring decisions, as well as in the allocation among graduate student
applicants of scarce teaching assistantship resources.  Adjunct faculty at regional institutions contribute to program
strength, but they cannot substitute for a strong CSU core in both areas. 

Other goals include striving to provide an environment in which new faculty will thrive, continuing to
incorporate modern educational technologies into as many courses as possible, continuing to upgrade our
infrastructure for teaching and research, and continuing to explore collaboration with other local institutions.  Almost
all of these goals require resource allocation or reallocation, but much progress can be achieved with our traditionally
careful, incremental approach.

The financial prospects for CSU as an institution hinge, to a great extent, on the need to maintain and increase
student enrollment.  Our Department is a significant source of student credit hour generation, being the third largest in
the College of Science (see Appendix III).  Therefore,  BGES has a major role to play at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels.  Our largest undergraduate program, the B.S. in Biology (the second largest major in the College),
with its heavy and essential emphasis on laboratory courses, is nearly at capacity and simply cannot expand without
additional resources in three primary areas: 1) graduate teaching assistantships at competitive levels, to provide the
personnel that help deliver over 120 separate  laboratory sections per year; 2) one or two additional laboratory
classrooms to allow us to provide desired offerings (e.g., additional Fall sections that would relieve the pressure on
courses that currently are filled to capacity, and new Spring sections of the first course in our required sequence
(BIO200), which now is taught only in Fall and Summer); 3) either additional full-time teaching faculty or additional
funds to hire part-time instructors.  [If new faculty are hired, additional faculty research laboratories will be needed, as
here also we have exceeded capacity; indeed the only way to accommodate two hires that were authorized this year
will be for two current faculty to move and share space with others, a “solution” that we have had to use twice before.]

In contrast with Biology, our programs in both Geology and Environmental Science are under-subscribed [see
Appendix IV].  The former has been declining very slowly for years [now only 12 majors enroll each Fall], and this
fact was one of the motivations for the 1997 merger of the former Departments of Biology and Geology into the
current BGES Department.  Despite the declining number of GEO majors, we see an important, continuing role for
geological expertise, both to maintain the well-enrolled non-majors courses and as an integral part of the EES focus.

The Biology / Geology intersection area of Environmental Science has not yet reached the potential that was
predicted when the EVS major was introduced in 1999, even though numbers are increasing [to 15 by 2004].  In part,
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this may be due to student inertia: some Biology majors take several environmentally-related elective courses but do
not formally change their declared major.  Clearly, we need to put more resources into attracting students to this
interdisciplinary major.  Another part is faculty inertia: fine-tuning of the curriculum was slow in coming, with mid-
level laboratory courses introduced only last year.  Also, we have insufficient money for competitive graduate
assistantships for applicants to the M.S.-EVS (whose numbers are increasing), who should be the major agents of
undergraduate laboratory instruction in these areas [currently, we use upper-level undergraduates as teaching
assistants for our very popular non-majors Geology courses].  

We need to attract more high quality graduate student applicants from the local region. Given the importance
of graduate teaching assistants, raising the quality of graduate students will also improve undergraduate education. 
We see a continuing need to encourage faculty to schedule seminars with local institutions as a way of attracting
prospective students. University support for such trips would facilitate this effort.  Realistically, the level of financial
support is an important factor in competing for high-quality students.  The BGES Department needs additional
assistantship dollars to increase both the total number of graduate students in our programs (and thus enhance our
enrollments) and their intellectual quality (and thus boost our graduation rates and increase our research output in
terms of publications and its consequence, successful grant applications).  It is a simple fact that the number of
qualified applicants in all areas continues to exceed the number of available graduate assistantships; furthermore,
several applicants each year decline our offers for more attractive ones elsewhere. 
4. How does the program contribute to the full range of the University’s instructional needs: service,

undergraduate, graduate, evening, weekend, etc.?
The BGES Department serves a large number of students in a variety of ways, ranging from large but popular

non-majors undergraduate courses in Biology and Geology, through laboratory-based courses for undergraduate
majors,  to individualized master’s- and doctoral- level instruction in modern research concepts and techniques.   Our
service courses in Biology and Geology are offered both during the day and the evening, during the regular academic
year and in the summer, and in most semesters also on Saturdays.  The Biology major is available for evening
students, but only by alternating the upper-level courses between day and evening time slots in successive years.  In
contrast, courses for the Biology graduate degrees are delivered almost exclusively in the late afternoons and
evenings.  Because of the absence of suitable teaching laboratory rooms and preparatory services at the two satellite
campuses (East and West Centers), only the non-majors Geology lab can be implemented off-campus; furthermore,
insufficiently high enrollments recently have forced the cancellation of non-majors lecture courses at these locations.
II. Curriculum and Program Quality

The high quality of our academic programs has been affirmed repeatedly by external reviewers.  These
programs including broadly based and diverse general studies course offerings, rigorous and comprehensive curricula
for our majors, reliable and plentiful service courses that meet the needs of majors in other departments, and a flexible
but demanding curriculum at both the master's and doctoral levels that ensures both depth and breadth.  Program
requirements are given in Appendix V.
1. What are the major features of the curriculum offered by your department?  Of your department’s

curriculum?
The organization of our undergraduate curricula, whether in the life or the earth sciences, involves a set of

core course requirements that provide the essential foundation for a series of electives that typically must be chosen
from a set of restricted course lists.  Our BIO, GEO, and EVS degree programs all ensure a substantial basis in
mathematics, physics, and chemistry, as well as solid grounding in discipline-specific areas.  All of our programs
require the use of research-oriented scholarship and/or active participation in research as part of the program.  All
undergraduate majors must participate in either seminar, independent study, field experience, or research courses, and
they must take a number of laboratory courses, which introduce them to research methods.

The BGES Department has a number of well-subscribed elective courses that involve undergraduate research
projects under faculty supervision.  In addition, we have an optional Honors Program in Biology that involves two
semesters of research under the supervision of a faculty sponsor and the preparation of a written thesis that must be
defended before a faculty committee. Each semester, some of our best students take advantage of this opportunity.  All
graduate degree programs  require extensive research, except for the non-thesis M.S. in Biology, which instead
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requires a substantial report based on current research literature.
Our programs require intellectual interaction between students and faculty and encourage it among students. 

All undergraduate majors in Biology must take at least one course involving a substantial amount of writing, with
feedback from the instructor.  Most students, in fact, take several such courses.  In additional, all undergraduates must
take laboratory courses which provide feedback on written reports.  Many labs also involve extensive interactions
among groups of students, and there are optional clubs (Ecology & Conservation Biology Association, Geology
Association, pre-professional associations) that provide the opportunity for additional interaction among students and
faculty and/or other students.  Two groups of faculty (MCB, EES) sponsor voluntary journal clubs (in which up to 30
people participate each week) that involve discussion by faculty, graduate students, and senior undergraduates of the
current scientific literature.

The graduate curriculum is organized to convey fundamental knowledge as well as familiarity with modern
research tools and current scientific literature, in accord with the likely future employment of the student.  Hence,
there is a mixture of course work and research, with research assuming a larger percentage in the Ph.D. program. 
Required courses are limited to a general orientation to program & university regulations, biochemistry, biostatistics,
grant proposal writing, and BGES research seminar.  All students are required to enroll in several advanced seminars
to become acquainted with topics of current importance.  Doctoral students also must give two formal course lectures.
2. In what ways does your curriculum relate to the programs and service functions offered by your department?

By definition, a curriculum is a course of study.  Each of our nine programs has a curriculum consisting of a
set of required and elective courses.  The purpose of each curriculum is to provide students in the program with the
opportunity to master the concepts, facts, and laboratory skills needed to certify their competence in the discipline. 
The Department strives to keep its curricula adequate and current, as informed by the collective knowledge and
experience of our faculty within their respective disciplines.

The quality of our undergraduate programs can be measured by the high success rate of our students in getting
jobs in their field, either in private companies or government agencies (as laboratory technicians, field geologists, 
environmental biologists, teachers), and in being accepted to graduate or professional programs (medicine, dentistry,
veterinary school) in major universities throughout the country. [See below, section V.5, for examples.]

In order to ensure effective teaching in its courses and academic programs, the BGES Department uses
routine, CSU-standardized, anonymous student evaluations for all of its courses each academic term.  This feedback
provides comparative objective measures as well as anonymous comments.  In addition, the Department uses peer
evaluation of teaching as part of the promotion/tenure process.
3. What are the current national trends in your discipline and to what extent do your department’s instructional

and research activities match those trends?
With respect to faculty composition and by extension to course offerings, the most recent review by external

consultants (of the Regulatory Biology doctoral program, in 1998) found a suitable balance between the molecular,
cell & developmental area and the ecological & evolutionary biology area.  Indeed, national trends continue to show
strong support for research and training in biomedical sciences, as well as in environmentally related fields. This
match between the department’s direction and national trends was expressed in the Ph.D. review.

Our undergraduate Biology programs provide instruction in all of the goals for Biology given in a recent
guidebook by the Association of American Universities and the Pew Charitable Trusts (Understanding University
Success, 2005): “general structure and function of cells,” “genetic principles that guide the inheritance of biological
traits,” “the organization and classification of living systems,” and “concepts of biological change and the evolution of
species.”  Similarly, our Environmental Science program includes the listed instructional concepts: “the earth is a
body in space whose environmental system ... depends largely on the sun for light and heat and that the current
environment (e.g., geography and climate) is subject to change,” “environmental processes (e.g., the carbon and
nitrogen cycles) and their role in processing matter crucial for sustaining life,” “relationships exist among the earth
(geology and soil science), the water (hydrology and oceanography), and the atmosphere (meteorology and
atmospherics), and that the relationship is best exemplified by the water cycle,” “history of the Earth,” “history of the
solar system,” “processes of volcanism and erosion,” and “the notion of habitats and their role in evolution.”
(Consistent with national trends, no separate listing of Geology as a discipline is provided in the guidebook.)
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4. What recent, ongoing, or planned curriculum revision is occurring in your department and what is the
rationale supporting it?
Recurrent and extensive curricular revision has been a hallmark of the BGES Department.  Coincident with

the 1997 merger of Biology and Geology, all undergraduate programs were revised in conjunction with CSU’s
semester conversion process in 1998.  In addition, the merger permitted the creation of the M.S. in Environmental
Science to target an expected clientele who need advanced training in this increasingly important area, as well as
jurisdiction over the B.S. in Environmental Science to target an even larger market that needs entry-level training. 

Since our last program review, many new courses have been added to reflect current faculty expertise, several
courses have been renamed and/or redirected to match national trends, and we have added a series of pre-pharmacy
courses (to support a joint program with the University of Toledo), a new cross-disciplinary certificate program in
Biotechnology, and a pre-Podiatry program.  The course requirements for both the B.S. in Biology and the B.S. in
Environmental Science have been revised, partly to implement improvements suggested through the results of ongoing
student outcomes assessment, and partly to accommodate developments in cognate departments.

The National Academy of Sciences proposal for undergraduate Biology education (BIO2010 : Transforming
Undergraduate Education for Future Research Biologists, 2003) calls for “a renewed discussion on the ways that
engineering and computer science, as well as chemistry, physics, and mathematics are presented to life science
students.”  For example the report recommends the following (among others): 
• Concepts, examples, and techniques from mathematics, and the physical and information sciences should be included in

biology courses, and biological concepts and examples should be included in other science courses. Faculty in biology,
mathematics, and physical sciences must work collaboratively to find ways of integrating mathematics and physical
sciences into life science courses as well as providing avenues for incorporating life science examples that reflect the
emerging nature of the discipline into courses taught in mathematics and physical sciences.

• All students should be encouraged to pursue independent research as early as is practical in their education. They should
be able to receive academic credit for independent research done in collaboration with faculty or with off-campus
researchers.

• Seminar-type courses that highlight cutting-edge developments in biology should be provided on a continual and regular
basis throughout the four-year undergraduate education of students. Communicating the excitement of biological research
is crucial to attracting, retaining, and sustaining a greater diversity of students to the field. These courses would combine
presentations by faculty with student projects on research topics.

Even though our curriculum is adequate for the middle goal, we could do more on the last goal, and much more with
the first goal.  Our Undergraduate Committee has been charged with examining this report, with a view to considering
the implications for our curricula, not just in Biology but also in our other undergraduate programs.  With the success
of new courses recently introduced in Physics and in Mathematics (specifically, statistics) that serve our majors, we
see additional opportunities for curricular cooperation within the College of Science.

Recent curriculum revisions at the graduate level have been in line with the emphasis on research and
scientific literacy.  The Admission to Candidacy Exam for doctoral students has been fine-tuned, several new courses
have been added in each of the graduate areas, and the Department’s long-standing tradition of having a Friday
research seminar has been formalized as a new course requirement. We recently finalized a new joint degree program
with the Law College that links a J.D. degree (in environmental law) with our M.S. in Environmental Science.  A
detailed statement of program requirements, in the form of a Graduate Handbook, is made available to graduate
students at the beginning of their study. This is revised yearly, and the information also is presented on a
Departmental web-server, where it is available to current students and potential applicants.
5. To what extent does the program contribute to the instruction of students in other undergraduate and

graduate programs at Cleveland State University?  In what other undergraduate or graduate programs does
your department play a key role?
As noted above, our Department provides a number of undergraduate general education courses and service

courses (primarily for Nursing and Health Science students) that enroll heavily.  The M.S. in Environmental Science
and the J.D./M.S. programs are interdisciplinary, as is the Molecular Medicine Specialization within the doctoral
program.  BGES is participating with the School of Communication in the development of an undergraduate
certificate in Science Writing (the proposal has recently been submitted) and possibly later an M.A. program in
Science Journalism.
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6. If the program or any of its components is subject to outside accreditation, what have been the results?
Outside accreditation is not applicable to any BGES program.

IV. Faculty
1. How well do the expertise, education, and numbers of the departmental faculty match the needs of the

programs it offers.  In what ways, if any, does the faculty need to be augmented to strengthen existing
programs or to respond to current trends in your discipline?
The Department currently has 19 full-time regular faculty members.  Faculty expertise in the Department

covers a wide range of disciplines from geology and environmental science to molecular biology.  At present we have
significant strength (10 faculty and 9 doctoral students) in molecular/cellular biology [MCB], an area in which we
have outstanding support from our 34 LRI/CCF adjuncts (who supervise 21of our 43 doctoral students).  Our current
search for two additional molecular/cellular biologists will strengthen this concentration further.

The MCB area, with its strong emphasis on the latest ideas and laboratory techniques applied to medically
relevant problems, is the strongest attractor of doctoral students (30 of 43).  These faculty also supervise independent
study projects using modern technology that helps our senior undergraduates obtain desirable jobs in local research
laboratories.  Despite considerable external funding success (see faculty vitae in Appendix VI), these faculty are
reaching their capacity to train more doctoral students.  Therefore, continued growth of our successful doctoral
program will require additional faculty hires in this vital area.

The second area of recognized strength is ecology/environmental science [EES], currently with 6 faculty, 13
doctoral students, and the majority of our master’s degree students (24 of 39).  The Department is searching this year
for a replacement for one of the two geologists that left the Department last year, and it will search next year for a
replacement for our one botanist (who died tragically this past summer).

The Department believes that environmental science in a broad sense and with a strong regional emphasis is
an appropriate focus area, one that has growth potential, is consistent with CSU’s regional mission, and is integrated
with sister programs in Engineering, Law, and Urban Studies.  Recent growth in enrollment and research activity
supports this view.  Note that undergraduate EVS and MS-EVS numbers alone are not an adequate index, since many
Biology undergraduate and graduate students should be counted, and when this is done, the area is actually quite
vibrant. To support this focus, replacement of lost faculty and addition of new faculty is urgently needed.

We believe that both the MCB and EES areas should be enhanced because we have strength there, we have
opportunities in both areas, and we could be even stronger with additional support.  Even if our current searches are
successful, the main burden of teaching, especially in support of our undergraduate programs, falls on too few faculty. 
The BGES Department needs more faculty to support the diversity of, and to increase the depth of, our programs.  Our
goal of hiring faculty who will have success in extramural funding (to support research and graduate education)
inevitably results in reduced teaching contributions (through buyouts) from new faculty.  To balance all of our
research and teaching demands and to achieve optimal strength, we believe that it is reasonable to aim for growth by
two additional faculty members per year over the next five-year period.
2. How many of the faculty are engaged in productive scholarly/research and creative activities, and how is

productivity measured?  How does the scholarly/creative activity of the faculty (as reflected in the production
of articles, books, performances, etc.) compare to that of peer institutions?
A simple and almost uniformly applicable standard measure of productivity in the sciences is the number of

peer-revieweed scholarly publications.  At Cleveland State University, this is reflected in the criterion for membership
on the Graduate Faculty of the University, which is a minimum of two new publications per five-year period. 
Seventeen of the 20 BGES faculty currently are Graduate Faculty.  In the last two years, the annual per capita
publication rate has been 1.2 (see Appendix VI for vitae).  We do not have these data for comparable institutions.
3. What are the internal and external sources of support for the program’s scholarly, research, and creative

activities?  Is this pattern typical of the discipline, and if it is not typical, how are differences explained?
 BGES faculty have been persistent in applying and modestly successful in obtaining external funds from a

variety of federal, state and private organizations.  For example, over 4 million dollars in external funds have been
awarded to current Departmental faculty in the last five years, mostly from N.I.H.  In addition, significant University
support has materialized via internal awards (PRIMES, EFFRD, President’s Initiative, UCTL).  We anticipate
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continued expansion of our external funding levels as our newest hires submit major grants to federal agencies.
4. How is effective teaching identified, supported, and rewarded?

Effective teaching is identified through student evaluations, longitudinal peer review (for tenure/promotion),
program assessment, and occasional publication of pedagogical material. Departmental, college and UCTL funds have
been used to support teaching innovation, though such funds and release time are limited.  The college and university
have annual awards recognizing outstanding teaching, and effective teaching can be rewarded through merit increases
in salary.   Supervision of independent study projects for both undergraduate and graduate students essentially is a
voluntary overload, which is identified as meritorious only at the Departmental level.  Pressures to increase minimum
class sizes across-the-board jeopardize program quality in certain areas, especially for elective courses at the upper-
level undergraduate and graduate levels.

Several faculty have been active in adopting internet/web-based learning initiatives, in using multimedia
modules in course instruction, and in teaching courses by distance learning.  These efforts are fully supported by the
BGES Department, as are faculty initiatives in creating and running a variety of field courses.  Considerable amounts
of faculty time and Departmental resources, in the form of equipment and supplies, have been devoted to improving
the quality of laboratory instruction.  Several faculty have submitted both internal and external educational
improvement grants.   In addition, we are taking advantage of unique local resources (Cuyahoga Valley National Park,
Cleveland MetroParks, LRI/CCF).  However, there are serious constraints on faculty time and Departmental resources
in the development of new or improved courses, including the laboratories that are so critical to science education

Several faculty members have placed course materials on the World Wide Web.  Some of these courses have
been "stand alone" Web sites while others have utilized WebCT, the University's Web courseware.  It is likely that
additional courses will utilize the Web as faculty become more familiar with the WebCT program.  BGES faculty
have applied for and received internal funding (UCTL) for new course development.  We anticipate having all of our
course syllabi on the Web.  In addition, two of our courses are routinely offered in distance learning formats.
5. What is the average teaching load in this program?

The load is 5.8 credits hours per semester (actual for AY06, with buyouts and releases: see Appendix VII).
Most faculty in the Department have teaching loads that range from 4 to 8 credit hours per semester, and most

of the courses in the Department are taught by full-time, regular faculty.  However, grant buy-outs, sabbaticals, and
disability leaves, as well as high demand for additional sections of particular courses, have increased our reliance on
part-time instructors in recent years.  This is particularly evident in important service courses that are offered for
Nursing and potential Health Sciences students.  With the exception of long-term instructors who are critical in
maintaining Geology curricular offerings and our service course in human anatomy & physiology, all part-time
instructors have Ph.D. degrees; all have had previous teaching experience, and none have examination grade
distributions or course evaluation ratings distributions that are outside of Departmental norms.
6. What is the average number of students in the courses?

For Biology, BGES has a higher student/faculty ratio (19.5) than the average (16.5) at 35 peer institutions,
according to the Delaware study (see Appendix VII and detailed enrollment data in Appendix I).
7. What university, community, and professional service contributions do the faculty in this program make?

Our staff and faculty provide service that contributes to the institution’s effectiveness.  The BGES Department
has a relatively high rate of involvement in College and University committees (compared to other science
departments); our members are active in outreach, health and safety (in particular, chemical and radiation safety),
recruitment, and publicity.  Three faculty are members of Faculty Senate, and one is the President of the AAUP.

Through regularly offered distance learning courses on introductory geology and introductory environmental
science, community involvement, and individual faculty’s outreach visits at schools and science fairs, the BGES
Department delivers educational service to the northeast Ohio community.  We were instrumental in establishing the
Woodlake Field Station (a joint 1998 venture between CSU, John Carroll University, and the Cuyahoga Valley
National Park), where we offer a variety of field-based courses.

A very significant point about graduate research is its service to the region.  Much of the Department’s
research on environmental questions is focused on local issues. The Department played a leading role in research
efforts such as the Cuyahoga River Watershed Project (founded in 1997 to monitor the environmental quality of sites
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on the Cuyahoga River and on Doan Brook, an east Cleveland stream) and the Northeast Ohio Rivers Project, which
contributed to knowledge about regional environmental problems and possible solutions. The Department’s presence
on the internet and in the press enhances the stature of CSU as an urban university committed to serving the local
region.  Graduate training and research is an important part of this contribution.

The M.S. program in Environmental Science, introduced in 1998, exemplifies how the Department is applying
its resources and expertise towards meeting the goals of the university and needs of the community.  The program
emphasizes the interdisciplinary knowledge needed to address the complex environmental problems facing modern
society in general and the northeast Ohio region in particular.  The MS-EVS incorporates broader interdisciplinary
training through cooperation with Engineering and Urban Affairs and thus strengthens the Department’s links within
the University. Several faculty members routinely review grants for the federal and state funding agencies, many
serve as reviewers for national and international journals, and two faculty are associate editors of international
journals.  Finally, several faculty are active in local, national, and international collaborations, and some faculty
routinely participate in local science fairs, give presentations to local colleges, schools and community organizations,
and sponsor high school science projects.
8. How do these various types of service contribute to the goals and/or functioning of the University?

Conscientious service by BGES faculty on College and University committees contributes to a valuable
diversity of opinions and helps to run the academic side of the University.  Service within the Department is very
strong and contributes to our esprit de corps.
 Besides our contribution to scientific knowledge, the Department’s research in environmental science and life
science areas, such as biomedicine, microbiology, and parasitology, also immediately benefits the region by training
qualified employees for local companies, hospitals, and research organizations.  In fact, many employees of local
companies working in environmental, biomedical or other biologically related fields enroll with the Department to
further their training.  In another direction, continuing education for local teachers plays a small but not insignificant
part of the program.  Overall, the majority of our graduate students are local residents with the desire for further
training.  Some of these students are continuing immediately after their undergraduate studies, but many have had
some work experience before applying to the program.  Master’s level research often is sufficient for the purpose of
this further education.  The non-thesis M.S. degree option caters to the small number of students, including teachers,
who are unable for one reason or another to pursue thesis research.  In line with the Department’s emphasis on
scientific literacy, this non-thesis program has been converted from the traditional comprehensive tests of factual
knowledge toward testing the student’s ability to comprehend and explain the original scientific literature.
V. Students

Student demographics for the various degree programs offered by the Department are given in Appendices
VIII & IX.  In summary, based on CSU/IRAA data [which are conservative estimates], there are on the order of 160
undergraduate Biology majors, 15 undergraduate and 10 graduate Environmental Science majors, about 12 Geology
majors, and around 65 Biology graduate students (40 in the doctoral program), with a majority of females among
undergraduates.  Biology is the eighth largest undergraduate major in the University and the second largest (after
Psychology) in the College of Science.  It is ranked twelfth in the University for the number of minority students.

Almost all of our graduate students with U.S. citizenship designate themselves as Ohio residents at the time of
application; about one-third are international students.  Average GRE scores of American students in the doctoral
program are higher than those in the M.S. programs and comparable to those of international students in the doctoral
program (who score slightly higher for quantitative and lower for verbal skills).   The best verbal scores are for
students in the MS-EVS program.  These findings suggests that the region has a pool of well qualified applicants. 
Visa requirements generally limit international students to full-time study, so the majority of part-time students are
U.S. citizens.  Part-time students form a higher percentage of the non-thesis masters students, although several in the
Ph.D. program are pursuing further training or finishing the final stages of their dissertation on a part-time basis.  All
graduate students supported by Departmental funds are teaching assistants; research assistantships are funded
exclusively by external grants or by the University’s Molecular Medicine program.  Over the review period, the
Department has had approximately equal numbers of TA and RA positions.

The department has been moderately active in recruiting new students.  For example, faculty members
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volunteer to give talks that introduce our various degree programs in the life, earth, and environmental sciences to
high school students and students at other colleges.  The Departmental web-site provides detailed, accurate, and
current  information about all of our degree programs and our courses.
1. How is academic advising provided for the program, and how effective are the processes?  How could

advising by improved?
All undergraduate majors report to one of the three Undergraduate Program Directors (for Biology,

Environmental Science, and Geology) for regular advising each semester; in this way, advising is both consistent and
coherent, as well as personalized.  Similarly, all graduate students are advised, at least initially, by a single person, the
Graduate Program Director.  Only the Biology and Graduate Program advisors receive compensation (in the form of a
course release and a summer stipend) for their efforts.  Advising probably could be improved by increasing these
incentives and by also providing them for Environmental Science and Geology advising.
2. What percentage of entering students complete the degree program?  What is the rationale for this figure?

We only have indirect measures for our undergraduate programs, as we do not generally track individual
students.  In the last five years, 32.6 BIO majors graduate each year, while 152.6 BIO majors enroll each Fall.  Thus,
21% of our average pool of majors graduate each year.   However, most majors do not declare until at least their
second year; thus 152.6/3 is a more realistic estimate of the pool of entering majors, and a better estimate is 62%.  The
values for EVS and GEO are 31% (3.0 / 9.75) and 42% (5.6 / 13.4), respectively.  These values are based on
CSU/IRAA data (see Appendices IV & VIII).  Almost all full-time graduate students finish, taking from 2.5 years for
the MS-EVS to 4.5 years for the Ph.D. (Appendix IX).
3. What pertinent honors and awards have been won by students in the program or by graduates in the

program?
Distinguished graduating undergraduates are eligible to be chosen (by the Undergraduate Committee based on

faculty nominations) to receive either the Doretta C. Thielker,  the Thomas L. Lewis, or (beginning this year) the
Tarun K. Mal memorial awards for BIO, GEO, and EVS majors, respectively, that are given at a special Departmental
ceremony at the end of each academic year.  In most years, the Thielker award has more than one recipient.

Last year, one of our Honors students, a Thielker awardee, received CSU’s first ever Goldwater Scholarship
award, and another received a Red Cross award as Young Woman of the Year.  Several graduate students have won
best presented paper or poster awards at regional conferences or at the LRI/CCF’s annual Research Day.
4. How many students in the program are involved in internships, co-op, field placement, etc.?  Please describe

the range of activities and their relationship to the program.
Only the Environmental Science undergraduate program places an emphasis on internship experiences, but

this is a critical option in the capstone experience for our students.
5. To what extent are graduates of the program successful in obtaining positions appropriate to the level of their

education, training, and ability, and what is the evidence?
Nearly all of our doctoral recipients have been successful in obtaining either postdoctoral or senior technician

positions, most locally but several nationally.  The Department currently does not systematically track its
undergraduate or master’s degree alumni.  We believe that this is the proper function of the University’s Alumni
Office, which is deficient in this regard.  Some anecdotal evidence is provided in Appendix X.
6. Are students in the program continuing and succeeding in graduate and professional study?

We believe that the answer is yes, but this impression is based on our students who were most successful in
their programs here.  The Department needs to improve its tracking of all of our graduates, as well as to institute
formal measures to assist our graduates in job placement.  We believe that have good success rates in placing our
graduates in professional and academic programs (at all levels), but the data are mostly anecdotal, including for
medical, dental and veterinary school candidates.  We do know that our most recent Ph.D. recipients were highly
successful in getting postdoctoral or entry-level academic positions.  About 2/3 of our graduate students remain in
Ohio, and about half have research-related jobs (see Appendix X).
VI. Assessment

All of the questions in this section are addressed in the Department’s annual assessment reports, the most
recent of which are given in Appendix XI.  The Department is engaged in ongoing assessment of appropriate student
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academic achievement in all of its programs, documenting our success in providing  proficiency in skills and
competencies essential for all college-educated adults.  Through the increasing use of computer-based and web-based
instruction, the BGES Department is able to assess student proficiency in the use of these tools of modern life.

Our Department contributes to an identifiable and coherent undergraduate level general education component. 
As part of University requirements, all CSU students are required to take a series of courses in the Natural Sciences;
the BGES Department offers a diversity of courses in this service area.  For those students who elect to fulfill this
requirement with BIO or GEO courses, their proficiency in mastering the basic material is assessed by performance on
course-based tests. 

Assessment of undergraduate performance in the Biology undergraduate degree programs is based on a series
of standardized tests of fundamental knowledge covered in our required introductory sequence.  Testing is done three
times: at the beginning and at the end of the sequence and then again shortly before graduation.  Comparison of these
test results forms the basis for our regular assessment reports.  One noteworthy finding is an unexpected diversity of
academic backgrounds among students in our required introductory BIO sequence; this has resulted in our placing
greater reliance upon alternative delivery systems, particularly WebCT.  For the EVS and GEO programs, a
comparable objective test is administered at two time points: at the beginning of the first required course and shortly
before graduation.  In addition, EVS & GEO graduates participate in a capstone course, and GEO graduates have an
exit interview.

At the graduate level, performance assessment is based a techniques survey and on faculty ratings of each
student on the comprehensive oral defense, before faculty committees, of a written document, based either on original
research (MS-BIO, MS-EVS, Ph.D.) or a thorough literature survey (non-thesis MS-BIO).  Ph.D. degree students must
pass a comprehensive oral examination, based on a research grant proposal, by a faculty committee before official
admission to degree candidacy.  This too is assessed by performance ratings from the committee members.
VII. Resource Support
Library
1. To what extent does the library have sufficient resources to support current academic activities and provide

for future activities?
Ready access to current and past scientific journals is crucial to any experimental science, but institutional

subscriptions to these journals have become extremely expensive.  University libraries, including that of CSU,
therefore have cut back continuously on subscriptions, with the result today that contemporary periodical holdings are
not adequate to support any of our programs.
2. To what extent do the budget resources support the purchase of or access to the necessary range of library

materials for current and for future academic activities?
Our Department does not have ready access to information about the Library’s budget, except as reported by

the Library.  It appears to be decreasing over time, and therefore it may be inadequate.
3. To what extent are the materials in the collections readily available and accessible to meet the needs to

students in the program?
OhioLink, and a fast, no-cost and online Interlibrary Loan Service, together provide what we consider to be a

workable substitute for a good, research periodical library.  Many faculty supplement library subscriptions with
personal subscriptions to major periodicals in their own research area.  Book holdings are less important to our
programs than are periodicals, and the current level of support, albeit modest, is sufficient.
4. To what extent are necessary services — e.g., access to copy machines, interlibrary loans, access to data

bases, computers, etc. — readily available to faculty and students?
As noted above, such resources appear to be adequate.  The Library has invested heavily in electronic

information processing and appears to provide competent and helpful service.
Technology
1. In what ways is technology incorporated into your programs?

Most faculty use computers to prepare and deliver their lectures, as do all of our teaching assistants.  The
Department maintains two computer labs for student use in our laboratory courses, and we provide “public” access to
additional computers for our majors in three separate locations.  In addition, all research labs have at least one
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computer for graduate student use in research applications.
Last year, as a result of a successful UCTL internal grant application, plus Departmental resources, we were

able to introduce a module of virtual microscopy (using a dedicated server to deliver zoomable, navigable images) into
all of our non-majors Human Biology labs, servicing over 650 students per year.

Modern science is heavily dependent upon sophisticated equipment, which is available in our research labs for
graduate instruction and for undergraduate research projects and, to a lesser extent, in our teaching labs for
undergraduates.
2. To what extent are the technology resources available adequate for your program’s needs?

The BGES Department has given high priority to providing each faculty member with a basic personal
computer and access to either individual or Departmental laser printers, and we were fortunate to be able to complete
this goal using only our operating budget. Subsequently, the University instituted a faculty computer replacement
program, with a four-year cycle.  Through the use of Technology Fee monies, each room that houses our Teaching
Assistants also contains at least one modern computer.  Furthermore, these funds have enabled us to equip a
Departmental teaching laboratory with 12 computers, and to provide a set of five instructional carts equipped with
notebook computers and video projectors for loan during class periods.

Microscopes (compound and dissecting) are a chronic, substantial, and expensive need, as is molecular
biology equipment, for laboratory instruction.  Our Department has been relatively successful in obtaining House Bill
monies to help modernize our teaching laboratories.  However, the operating budget of the Department is insufficient
to purchase major pieces of new equipment and, equally importantly, to service existing equipment.  The differential
between budget and (un-reimbursed) expenses for last fiscal year was $50,000 for supplies and $21,000 for
maintenance (see the budget data in Appendix XII).
3. What specific technological limitations need to be addressed, and how can they be improved?

The field trips that are a natural and crucial component of many courses in the Environmental Science
program must be either canceled or carried out on a “shoe-string” basis because the University  provides no
transportation support.  This problem is exacerbated by our commitment to the Woodlake Environmental Field
Station, which is located 45-minutes south of Cleveland in the Cuyahoga Valley National Park.  In addition, there is
an identified need for a modern environmental analysis laboratory for both research and teaching.

A skill that would give our graduates an advantage for technician jobs in local hospitals and biotech
companies is facility with tissue culture techniques.  For a modest investment (under $70,000), plus a small, dedicated
room, we could deliver this benefit to our Biology majors.
Other Support
1. To what extent does the program have enough office and classroom space to accomplish its goals?  Are the

offices and classrooms properly equipped?  What, if any, improvements are needed.
Office space for faculty currently is adequate, but at capacity.  If the number of faculty increases (as it

should), space will be inadequate.  Several faculty are housed in the older Science Building, where the rooms
generally are small, ugly, and poorly designed for current needs and modern safety codes.
2. To what extent are the physical space and facilities provided for graduate students adequate?

We currently house two to four teaching assistants in small rooms in the Science Building; the ideal number
would be two.  The rooms in this old building are not pretty, and they are not ideal, but they are barely adequate
(except when overcrowded).
3. To what extent are adequate numbers of properly equipped laboratories available?

Teaching laboratories are at capacity, with resultant difficulties in scheduling sufficient sections of courses
with large enrollments.  We could use two or three additional teaching laboratories, and these would be essential if we
were to try to increase enrollments by increasing the number of sections of our main Introductory Biology courses. 

The deteriorating state of our buildings (intermittent flooding, poor temperature control, heavy particulate
deposition from air ducts) is a perennial concern.  This has resulted in escalating safety concerns and the need for
substantial investment in abatement.  A new science building should become a high priority for the University.

New hires in the BGES Department are provided with reasonable startup funds, additional release time from
teaching, adequate laboratory space, and mentoring by a senior faculty member.  All research active faculty have
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reduced teaching loads (by arrangement with the Dean) and adequate laboratory space.  The Laboratory Manager
facilitates the ordering and receiving process.  The Department maintains common equipment areas with shared
equipment and adequate computer facilities in each faculty and staff office, as well as in four student areas.  In
addition, our cooperative interaction with LRI/CCF greatly extends the opportunities for collaborative research and
access to specialized equipment.
4. To what extent are the telephone, copying, and other allowances adequate to support faculty in their

professional activities?  To what extent do faculty have sufficient travel allowance support to attend seminars
and conferences?
Current telephone services are adequate.  Photocopying capabilities also presently are adequate, but our

copiers will be approaching the end of their expected service life within two years. Replacements are enormously
expensive for our operating budget; indeed, the last photocopier was purchased on a five-year plan.

The Department provides ongoing support for professional development for faculty, staff, and administrators. 
The BGES Department guarantees a minimum travel allotment (currently only $250 per year) to each faculty member
who presents a paper or poster at a scientific meeting; in addition, other professional development activities for both
faculty and staff are supported as our budget permits.  Support for graduate students is also provided, using our own
funds and those of the College.  The budget for faculty travel is modest, but it at least ameliorates the real expenses
for many faculty in attending annual professional meetings.  Many faculty use the recently introduced Faculty
Development funds provided through the AAUP contract to help to defray travel expenses.
5. To what extent are there enough support staff to support both faculty and students?

The BGES Department has two professional staff positions and one secretarial position.  The Laboratory
Manager staff position is responsible for the daily operation of the BIO teaching laboratories (more than 35 each Fall)
and the stockroom, as well as all ordering and receiving, while the Administrative Assistant provides centralized
budgetary and personnel record control.  The number of support staff within this Department generally is not
adequate, but one deficit surpasses all others.  We very much need an additional full-time person to assist our
laboratory manager in her twin duties as “stockroom manager” and “laboratory preparator.” In fact, we have been
given permission this year to hire an assistant lab manager, but the search has not concluded.

Because we are a relatively large Department that services a large number of students, we supplement our
permanent staff positions with student workers in the main office, in the stockroom, and as teaching assistants for
Introductory Geology.  Our permanent budget for student workers ($20,000) is inadequate for our needs and does not
reflect the true costs of running this aspect of the Department ($29,000 last year).
VIII. Statistical Trends Analysis

The data provided in the appendices support the following points:
• Enrollments in BGES courses, as reflected in student credit hour generation, have been large in absolute terms

and relatively stable over time;
• Enrollments in our individual programs either have been stable or slightly increasing;
• The proportion of instructors who are full-time faculty has been relatively stable over time;
• The delivery of BGES courses has been cost-effective in comparison with other science departments;
• External grant income has increased over the last three years.

In summary, the BGES Department not only provides high-quality undergraduate and graduate education in the life,
earth, and environmental sciences, but it also conducts basic and applied research in these areas.  We have high
quality course offerings for majors, for general education requirements, and as a service to other majors.  Our
undergraduate courses have a high cost-efficiency compared with other sciences, and our advanced courses have a
high faculty/student ratio.  Our graduate programs are demanding but flexible, and they provide affordable options for
the Northeast Ohio service area.  The Department has productive faculty who are able to respond to technological
changes.  Our strong link with LRI/CCF includes the active involvement of adjunct graduate faculty in our doctoral
program and diverse research opportunities for our graduate students.
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